
1. Introduction
For a long time, infrastructure wireless mesh 

networks (WMNs) have been studied[1 3]. 
Infrastructure WMNs consist of WiFi access points 
and they can be connected by multi-hops in a 

campus or an office. However, considering 
expected transmission time (ETT) as the most 
popular routing metric in WMNs, throughput is 
dramatically dropped by multi-hop routing[4]. 
Moreover, when mobile users download popular 
content from video on demand servers or 
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요 약     전통적으로 예상 전송 시간 메트릭을 라우팅으로 사용하는 인프라스트럭처 무선 메쉬 네트워크는 모
바일 유저에게 심각한 지연을 발생한다 캐시를 갖는 메쉬 라우터를 통해 성능 향상을 기대할 수 있지만 콘. , 
텐츠 인기도 캐시 비용 및 다운로드 지연을 고려한 캐싱 할당 기법에 대한 연구는 부족하다 이러한 문제점, . 
을 해결하고자 모바일 유저 수의 증가에 따라 성능을 극대화할 수 있는 최적화 기반 사용자 중심의 캐싱 기
법을 제안한다 또한 메타 휴리스틱 기법인 유전 알고리즘 일정 교차 변이 을 적용하여 예상 지연 시간을 줄. ( / )
이며 캐시 적중률에 만족하는 최적의 모바일 유저 수를 찾는다 이는 인프라스트럭처 무선 메쉬 네트워크를 . 
운영하는 통신 사업자가 다양한 캐싱 비용 라우터 속도 콘텐츠 인기도를 고려한 목표 캐시 적중률을 만족할 , , 
뿐만 아니라 성능 향상을 기대할 수 있다.
키워드 키워드 키워드 키워드 : : : : 캐시 할당 인프라스트럭처 무선 메쉬 네트워크 콘텐츠 인기도 캐시 비용 유전 알고리즘 최적화, , , , , 

Abstract  In infrastructure wireless mesh networks (WMNs), in order to improve mobile users  
satisfaction for the given cache hit ratio, we investigate an User centric Cache Allocation (UCA) 
scheme while reducing cache cost in a mesh router (MR) and expected transmission time (ETT) 
for content search in cache. To minimize ETT values of mobile users, a genetic algorithm based 
UCA (GA-UCA) scheme is provided. The goal is to maximize mobile users  satisfaction via our 
well defined utility, which considers content popularity and the number of mobile users. Finally, 
through solving optimization problem we show the optimal cache can be allocated for UCA and 
GA-UCA. Besides, a WMN provider can find the optimal number of mobile users for user centric 
cache allocation in infrastructure WMNs.
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peer-to-peer (P2P) content sharing, severe 
downloading delay can occur due to collisions 
among mobile users[3]. Thus, for solving these 
problems cache usage in WMNs has been 
induced.

A mesh router (MR) as gateway in 
infrastructure WMNs can store content in 
cache[3,5]. Alasaad et al. improved the 
performance of throughput using content 
replication strategy in infrastructure WMNs[3]. 
Also, Das et al. presented MechCache, which is a 
transparent caching system to mitigate bottleneck 
effect at the gateway MR[5]. Accordingly, the use 
of cache in a MR can reduce downloading delay 
for popular content and mitigate collision among 
mobile users. Besides, as increasing cache cost 
including software, hardware, and operation cost 
can reduce profits of cellular providers[6], WMN 
providers should consider cost on cache 
allocation to MRs. Generally, cache allocation is 
required by considering content popularity based 
on Zipf-like distribution[7]. The existing cache 
allocation solutions dependent on content 
placement can locate cache near the network 
edge[8] or at content-centric networking (CCN) 
routers[9]. However, it is challenging to store 
content to cache of numerous MRs in 
infrastructure WMNs.

Here, we tackle cache allocation problem in 
infrastructure WMNs. Since for high cache hit 
ratio, redundant content can increase at cache of 
MRs in WMNs, a WMN provider may spend 
considerable expense on increase of cache usage. 
On the contract, for low cache hit ratio, if the 
content to be watched does not exist in cache of 
the MR to be first accessed, additional ETT for 
content search may affect mobile users  
downloading delay. Moreover, considering user 
traffic corresponding to increased mobile users 
and content popularity, an user centric cache 
allocation scheme for content in infrastructure 

WMNs is required.
Zhu et al. presented unified P2P and cache 

framework in infrastructure WMNs[2]. Video 
content at the selected MRs is cached and ETT is 
also considered as routing metric. However, they 
do not consider cache allocation based on the 
content popularity. Wang et al. discussed on the 
cache allocation problem for CCN via content 
placement optimization[9]. The factors on the 
optimal cache allocation such as network 
topology and content popularity were 
investigated. However, cache allocation in WMNs 
should consider routing metric such as ETT. 
Vakali et al. introduced Web cache content 
replacement using genetic algorithm (GA)[10]. 
Through GA based cache replacement, cache hit 
ratio was improved, compared with the 
conventional least-recently-used (LRU). However, 
we improve mobile users  satisfaction by reducing 
ETT via cache relocation for content using GA. 
Thus, via previous work there is lack of studies 
on cache allocation considering mobile users  
satisfaction, provider s cache cost, and 
downloading delay in infrastructure WMNs.

In this paper, we propose user centric cache 
allocation schemes to assign amount of the 
optimal cache each content in a MR, by 
recognizing the user characteristic such as 
content popularity and the number of increased 
mobile users. The goal of the proposed schemes 
is to maximize mobile users  satisfaction via user 
centric cache allocation. Here, the term of user 
centric represents the recognition of user profile 
and satisfaction in a proposed utility function 
which reflects characteristic of content for cache 
hit ratio, content popularity, and the number of 
mobile users based on proportional fairness[11]. 
Finally, we find user centric cache allocation 
schemes between mobile users and a WMN 
provider using convex optimization[12] and 
GA[10].
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2. Problem Formulation
2.1 System Model

[Fig. 1] Infrastructure WMNs 
We address cache allocation schemes for 

infrastructure WMNs, as in Fig. 1. We assume all 
MRs are connected in wireless multi-hop 
networks to reduce installation cost of wireline 
links for WMNs. We define the content 
popularity[7]. Based on this, mobile users in 
order to watch the content can access to the MR 
within the nearest distance. Mobile users are 
randomly positioned within 200 200 meters. Via 
one of MRs, other MRs can connect to the 
Internet. We assume MRs have IEEE 802.11n 
radio frequency and are deployed in an outdoor 
environment. Besides, MRs exchange content 
information within their cache periodically[13]. If 
all mobile users can not find content at cache of 
the MR to be first accessed, they can search the 
content by the routing of the MR.

2.2 Proposed User Centric Cache Allocation 
Scheme

We present an User centric Cache Allocation 
(UCA) scheme for infrastructure WMNs. A 
proposed utility function is defined as following: 
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where is scalable factor, Ak is chromosome  
vector on the existence for k th content in MRs, 
pkj is k th content popularity from j th mobile 
user s request,  sk is cache allocation for k th 
content in a MR, and  cca is cost for storing 
content in cache per MR paid from a WMN 
provider (e.g., operation cost). Here, using Ak, 
cache hit ratio for k th content is defined as 
Hk(Ak) and ETT for k th content is defined as 
ETTk(Ak). Besides, ki is defined as gene on the 
existence of k th content within i th MR. 

The proposed utility consists of three terms. 
The first term represents all mobile users  
satisfaction from cache allocation for k th 
content (sk). This term originates from the 
concept of proportionally fair in WMNs[11] 
because mobile users fairly contend for amount 
of cache assigned in order to download 
popularity based content from a MR. The second 
term represents cache cost per MR paid from a 
WMN provider. Actually, cache allocation for k th 
content can share all mobile users. However, 
since we consider cache usage as operation cost, 
we assume the cache cost should be paid from a 
WMN provider for high satisfaction to mobile 
users. Finally, the third term represents all mobile 
users  ETT dependent on Ak. The second and 
third terms affect mobile users  satisfaction. 
Hence, we define them as negative equations.

The goal of the proposed UCA scheme is to 
find the optimal cache allocation in order to 
maximize the total utility that sums mobile users  
satisfaction, subtracts the total assigned cache 
cost of the WMN provider, and subtracts mobile 
users  delay for downloading content.

For the first term, Hk(Ak) is defined as
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where NMR is the number of MRs in WMNs. If all 
ki equal to 1, cache hit ratio for k th content is 

set as Hk(Ak)=1.
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For the third term, ETTk(Ak) is divided as 
followings due to having two paths in 
infrastructure WMNs:
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where N1U and N2U are defined as the number of 
mobile users with 1-hop s and 2-hop s delay 
required for content search, respectively, and 
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 [14]. When cache of the MR to 
be first accessed has the content, the mobile users 
belong to N1U. Otherwise, the others belong to 
N2U. Let p denote the probability that the 
transmission (i.e., copy) of the k th content within 
the cache of i th MR is not successful. That is, 

1 (1 )(1 )
c e

p p p    . cp  and ep  are collision and error 
probability [15]. Let B denote the link bandwidth.

We can solve the optimization problem on two 
cases for each ETT[12]. First, the optimization 
problem for 1-hop can be derived as follows:
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Therefore, in case of mobile users with 1-hop 

delay for content search, optimal cache 
allocation for the k th content in each MR can 
be derive as following:
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On the other hand, the optimization problem 

for 1-hop[12] can be derived as follows:
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However, in case of mobile users with 1-hop 

delay for content search, optimal cache 
allocation for k th content in WMNs is derived as 
a quadratic equation like following: 

2( ) 0.k ka s bs c   Therefore, the optimal cache 
allocation can be derive as following:
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 Therefore, through (7), 

(8), and (10), since the proposed utility (1) can 
be a concave function, it can guarantee the 
existence of a global optimal point[12].

2.3 Proposed Genetic Algorithm based User 
Centric Cache Allocation Scheme

We present a GA based User centric Cache 
Allocation (GA-UCA) scheme for infrastructure 
WMNs. By changing the location of k th content 
into cache of other MRs using GA technology, 
ETT values of mobile users can be updated. That 
is, using GA-UCA k th content that mobile users 
watch is transferred from the 2-hop MP to the 
1-hop MR (i.e., a near MR). However, for copying 
the content to other MRs, it takes the 
transmission time. Accordingly, we assume k th 
content can be shifted between cache and 
storage at the MR on requesting the GA-UCA 
scheme.

For Hk(Ak) of the UCA scheme, we apply 
uniform crossover and mutation of GA in Fig. 2. 
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[Fig. 2] GA-UCA Algorithm
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First, offspring offsprki inherits a part of 
sequences for ki from two parents using the 
uniform crossover. Next, using mutation one or 
zero value changes into zero or one value as pair 
dependent on Hk(Ak). 

3. Numerical Results
This section presents analytical results for the 

optimization problem (1) using the proposed UCA 
and GA-UCA. We position MRs using DistMesh, 
which is a simple mesh generator in MATLAB[16]. 
Coordinates (x,y) for all mobile users are 
randomly generated near the MRs. Mobile users 
randomly decide the content to watch 
proportional to content popularity based on 
Zipf-like distribution[7]. System parameters are 
set as followings: NMR = 7, K = 7, = 9, L =  
8KB, and Pb = 10 3. NU gradually increases 
from 1 to 20.

Fig. 3 shows optimal cache allocation between 
UCA and GA-UCA for given high link rate (B = 
240Mbps) and low cache cost (cca = 0.15). 
Except that NU = 1, the GA-UCA scheme assigns 
more

[Fig. 3] Optimal cache allocation between UCA and 
GA-UCA for given low cache cost

[Fig. 4] Optimal cache allocation between UCA and 
GA-UCA for given high cache cost 

cache for each content than the UCA scheme due 
to reduced ETT by GA and high link rate.

Fig. 4 shows optimal cache allocation between 
UCA and GA-UCA for given high link rate (B = 
240Mbps) and high cache cost (cca = 0.3). Except 
that NU = 1, the GA-UCA scheme assigns more 
cache for each content than the UCA scheme. 
Compared with Fig. 3, due to cache cost, optimal 
cache is assigned slightly low. However, the gap 
between GA-UCA and UCA for the given cache 
hit ratio in Fig. 4 is slightly large due to cache 
cost.

Fig. 5 shows utility between UCA and GA-UCA  
for given high link rate (B = 240Mbps) and low 
cache cost (cca = 0.15). For UCA scheme, the utility 
is slightly higher than the GA-UCA scheme by Fig. 
3. A WMN provider can accommodate more than 20 
mobile users. Thus, since the utility have the 
greatest values,
high link rate and low cache cost can achieve the 
most satisfaction.

Fig. 6 shows utility between UCA and GA-UCA 
for given high link rate (B = 240Mbps) and high 
cache cost (cca = 0.3). Compared with Fig. 5, the 
maximum points for both schemes are shown. 
This means that a WMN provider can decide the 
number of mobile users to achieve the maximum 
satisfaction. 
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[Fig. 5] Utility between UCA and GA-UCA for 
given low cache cost

[Fig. 6] Utility between UCA and GA-UCA for 
given high cache cost  

When the given cache hit ratio is high, optimal 
points for the number of mobile users are ranged 
from 13 to 16. Otherwise, optimal points for the 
number of mobile users reach to 18.  

4. Conclusion 
This paper has dealt with the optimization 

problem for user centric cache allocation, 
considering content popularity and the volume of 
mobile users connected to the near MRs in 
infrastructure WMNs. Besides, we also have 
presented a GA-UCA scheme to revise mobile 
users  ETT as well as improve the cache 
allocation of the UCA scheme. Finally, our 
proposed schemes provide the optimal cache 
allocation and the optimal number for mobile 
users.
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